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Larry Doyle

Mr. Doyle described the process of developing and submitting resolutions through the Conference of California Bar Association. He also laid out the journey of a bill through the Legislature, which lasts from January through August/September. Two interesting points: 80% of bills are introduced in February, and the Legislative Counsel at the Legislature has the final word on the language of the draft bills.
Ralph Stahlberg

Mr. Stahlberg described various sources that exist for researching legislative intent, particularly reference books available at the L.A. County Law Library. He noted that C.C.P. § 1859 and Gov't Code § 9080 expressly provide that legislative intent is important to statutory construction. Law Revision Commission reports are useful and are available online and at the Library. The Library also has a useful legislative history checklist on its website. Probably the best evidence of legislative intent are the bill analyses done by various legislative committees. The *Kaufmann* opinion from the Third District is one of the best discussing the value of and use of legislative history.

Carol Ebbinghouse

Ms. Ebbinghouse focused on what free materials are available online in researching legislative intent. She provided a spreadsheet with the various types of legislative history and links to sites where that history is available. She also noted that videos are now available of floor debates in the Legislature on specific bills. She also noted that there is a new protocol for appending a watermark certification to online versions of statutes to certify that they are current and accurate.
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